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ABSTRACT: In plant innate immunity, the first line of defense against microbial pathogens is triggered by the 

perception of molecular signatures of the pathogens, by a highly sensitive membrane resident immune receptors. These 

pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) are perceived by pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs) of the host to 

initiate pattern-triggered immunity (PTI). The endogenous plant signals, which are called damage-associated molecular 

patterns (DAMPs), are generated under different circumstances such as wounding, biotic and abiotic stresses. The 

DAMPs can activate the PTI and subsequently trigger the immune system in plants. These peptide signals called plant 

elicitor peptides (Peps) first discovered in Arabidopsis thaliana and later their orthologues were identified in different 

plant species. Peps are involved in immunity against diverse biotic and abiotic stresses and can fine-tune immune 

signaling pathways. So far, eight endogenous signals (AtPep1 to AtPep8) are discovered in the model plant A. thaliana. 

Recent studies revealed that the Pep members are not redundant and each of them has a specific function. AtPeps-

triggered immunity is emerging as a highly complex, dynamic and a coordinated process involved in immune signaling 

cascades and consequently induces adequate defense responses. Therefore, it is possible to apply synthetic Peps to induce 

the immune system against microbial infections in plants. Here, the recent researches and progresses on Pep-triggered 

signaling are presented from their first discovery until now. Furthermore, the finding of their corresponding receptors 

AtPEPR1 and AtPEPR2 is explained in detail. Moreover, the subsequent events in the cells as the consequence of AtPeps 

perception are highlighted.   
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INTRODUCTION

Innate immune system is triggered by the perception of 

pathogenic microbes by pattern recognition receptors of 

the host plant [1, 2, 3, 4]. Plants and other multicellular 

organisms such as mammals possess a sophisticated 

system to monitor cellular integrity and to detect the 

presence of damaged cells [2, 3, 4, 5]. In plants as well as 

in mammals, this trigger is based on the recognition of 

endogenous host-derived elicitors, the so-called "damage-

associated molecular patterns" (DAMPs) [2, 4, 5, 6, 7]. 

The perception of DAMPs results in the induction of 

similar downstream defense cascades same as the 

perception of microbe-associated molecular patterns 

(MAMPs), such as the changes of ion fluxes in the plasma 

membrane, phosphorylation of mitogen-activated protein 

kinases via MAP kinase cascades, activation of 1-amin-

cyclopropane-1- carboxylate (ACS) synthase, activation 

of defense-related hormones such as ethylene (ET), 

salicylic acid (SA) and jasmonic acid (JA) and 

transcriptional reprogramming of the cell [2, 4, 5, 7]. 

AtPep1 is a small immunomodulatory peptide which was 

isolated from an extract of wounded A. thaliana leaves, 

which could activate defense-related genes and also the 
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synthesis of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [6, 7]. AtPep1 

is a 23-amino acids (aa) peptide from A. thaliana which is 

derived from a 92-aa precursor protein encoded within a 

small gene called AtPROPEP1 [2, 7]. This gene is 

induced by wounding and also methyl jasmonate (MeJA) 

treatment [8, 9, 10]. Further investigation showed that the 

AtPROPEP1 gene has seven paralogues which are named 

AtPROPEP1-AtPROPEP8 [2, 10, 11]. Except for 

AtPROPEP6 which is located on chromosome 2, all the 

others are located on chromosome 5 [11]. The protein 

products of AtPROPEPs are conserved at the C-terminal 

region (Fig. 1) [9]. Importantly, genome analysis has 

presented evidence that AtPROPEPs have orthologs in 

other plant species including monocots and dicots [12-

15]. The discovery of the endogenous immuno-

modulatory peptide signal AtPep1 in Arabidopsis has 

opened a new field of plant innate immunity research to 

identify their orthologues in other plant species.  

AtPeps perception induce expression of its own precursor 

which can boost PTI-related defense responses [2, 4]. 

Therefore, it is possible to protect plants against bacterial 

infection by artificially treating the plants with synthetic 

elicitor immunomodulatory peptides. Considering the 

importance of this family, until now, AtPeps orthologues 

have been found in different plant species including seven 

Peps in Zea mays [12], 18 Peps in Rosaceae [13, 14, 15], 

seven Peps in Fabaceae [16] and six Peps in the 

Solanaceae[13, 14, 15]. Therefore, considering above-

mentioned points, in depth investigation of AtPROPEPs 

and their corresponding receptors is needed to formulate 

adequate defense responses. In this paper, the recent 

finding of these endogenous immunomodulatory peptide 

signals in A. thaliana, their corresponding receptors and 

their role in innate immunity will be reviewed in detail. 

 

AtPROPEPs are conserved across different plant 

species 

Since endogenous immunomodulatory peptide elicitors 

similar to the AtPep family have been identified in 

different species across the plant kingdom, it seems that 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the AtPROPEPs precursor protein, the position of the signal sequence peptides and comparison 

of the consensus of highly conserved Pep family. The 24 amino acid sequences from the C-terminal region of AtPROPEPs 

(AtPROPEP1-AtPROPEP8) were used for comparison. The amino acid sequences are represented by their alphabetical codes. The size 

of these alphabets indicates that there is higher sequence conservation at that position. 
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they have been maintained over evolution [2, 7, 8, 15, 16]. 

They play a role in regulating and balancing the immune 

system against any attack by pathogens, nematodes and 

also herbivores [16 - 19]. Interestingly, it has been 

proposed that DAMPs signaling (such as AtPeps in A. 

thaliana) intensifies or prolongs the stereotypical defense 

response triggered by MAMPs [2, 20]. Thus, it seems that 

DAMPs are important for the fine-tuning of the defense 

response [2, 20, 21]. So far, several classes of plant-

derived molecules, which elicit defense responses, have 

been identified [2, 5, 16]. Endogenous immuno-

modulatory peptide elicitors in plants are classified into 

three major groups based on the structure of their 

precursor proteins, which include different processing 

mechanisms to release the active signal [5, 16].  

The differences between the amino acid sequences of 

these endogenous immunomodulatory peptide signals in 

different plant families and species indicate the diversity 

of receptor partners that perceive these elicitors and also 

show that there is a diversity in processing and also 

different export mechanisms for activation of these 

immunomodulatory peptide signals in the cell [5, 16, 20]. 

Therefore, endogenous immunomodulatory peptide 

signals can be classified into three major groups as 

following: 

 

(I) Peptides from Precursor Proteins Without an 

N-terminal Secretion Signal 

The best example of this group is systemin which was 

identified in tomato. Systemin was the first endogenous 

peptide signal which was identified in plants [7]. 

Systemin, a peptide with 18 aa residues, induces various 

defense responses in tomato leaves and cell cultures [4]. 

It is formed from the C-terminal domain of a 200-aa 

precursor protein. Recently SYR1 was identified as the 

receptor that can perceive the systemin [21]. SYR1 

receptor in tomato belongs to the class of leucine-rich 

repeat kinases (LRR-RLKs) and it is important for 

defense against herbivory attacks [21]. Recent studies 

showed that systemin is not the only peptide molecule that 

elicits defense responses [21]. As mentioned, apart from 

systemin, a well-studied family of endogenous peptide 

elicitors, there are the AtPeps from A. thaliana. They are 

derived from the family of AtPROPEPs, which do not 

have an N-terminal secretion signal [2, 8]. Furthermore, 

recent investigations showed that in response to 

wounding, the cysteine protease METACASPASE4 

(MC4) has role in Peps maturation in A. thaliana [22]. 

Moreover, recent studies showed that Peps perception not 

only enhance resistance against microbial pathogens but 

also induce resistance against nematodes [17]. Recent 

investigations showed that among the Pep family, 

AtPep3, compared to other members of this family is 

more active in response to different biotic and abiotic 

stimuli [23]. Furthermore, Nakaminani et al., (2017) 

showed that synthetic AtPep3 can enhance bleaching of 

chlorophyll [24]. Additionally, it was found that salt 

treatment can induce the transcription of AtPROPEP3 

[24]. 

 

(II) Peptides from Precursor Proteins with an N-

terminal Secretion Signal 

In tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.) two 18-aa 

glycopeptides induce defense responses [8]. These 

peptides are named NtHypSysI and NtHypSysII [25]. 

They are hydroxyproline-rich systemins, and both are 

derived from the same precursor protein Ntprepro-

HypSys [12], which carries an N-terminal secretion signal 

[26]. Also, orthologs of these peptides have been 

identified in other Solanaceae taxa [27]. 

 

(III) Cryptic Peptide Signals Derived from 

Proteins with Separate Primary Functions 

The terms “cryptic peptides” is used to indicate the pool 

of peptides formed through the proteolytic action of 

peptidases on precursor proteins [28]. Cryptic peptides 

may have different biological activities that can be 

discriminated from the function of their precursor 

proteins [8, 28]. Formerly, Pearce et al., (2010) [28] 

identified a 12-aa peptide from soybean which can 

activate the expression of defense genes upon herbivory 

attack. Since it is derived from a member of the subtilisin-

like protease (subtilase) family, it was named Glycine 

max Subtilase Peptide (GmSubPep). Perception of the 

peptide by its corresponding receptor leads to the 

initiation of defense signaling cascades [28]. It has been 

also confirmed that the gene encoding GmSubPep was not 

induced by defense-related phytohormones or wounding 

and is constitutively expressed in all actively growing 

tissues [28]. Furthermore, recent investigations showed 

that GmPep1, GmPep2 and GmPep3 perception in 

Glycine max can enhance resistance against Meloidogyne 

incognita which is regarded as one of the most destructive 

nematodes [17].  
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AtPEPR1 and AtPEPR2 Receptors Are 

Responsible for Arabidopsis Endogenous 

Peptide Signal (Peps) Perception and Contribute 

to Innate Immunity 

A few months after AtPeps discovery in Arabidopsis 

thaliana, using a photo-affinity labeling technique with 

synthetic homologs of AtPep1, the corresponding 

receptor that exclusively perceives AtPeps is identified 

[29]. It was called the AtPEPR1 receptor which is specific 

to the AtPeps family and only perceives AtPep members 

[29]. AtPEPR1 is a leucine-rich repeat receptor a member 

of the plasma membrane-localized receptor-like kinase 

(LRR-RLKs) [29]. Later, in another investigation 

AtPEPR2 was identified and characterized as a second 

plasma membrane receptor for AtPeps [30, 31]. Like 

AtPEPR1, AtPEPR2 is a plasma membrane LRR-RK; it 

has 76% amino acid similarity with AtPEPR1 [31]. This 

indicates close phylogenetic similarity of AtPEPRs with 

several receptors involved in endogenous peptide 

signaling (Fig. 2). Recent investigations showed that 

signaling mechanisms downstream of the Pep-PEPRs 

system are highly conserved and AtPEPRs are only highly 

sensitive to Peps members [16].  

Both AtPEPR1 (At1G73080) and AtPEPR2 (At1G17750) 

belong to RLKs super-family [32]. The AtPEPR1 has 

1123 amino acids while AtPEPR2 contains 1088 amino 

acids [33]. The AtPEPR1 contains 28 LRR, whereas 

AtPEPR2 has 26 LRR [33]. Both have three domains 

including: an extracellular domain (29-769 amino acids 

positions for AtPEPR1 and amino acids 27-739 for 

AtPEPR2); a helical transmembrane domain (amino acids 

770-790 for AtPEPR1 and amino acids 740-760 for 

AtPEPR2); and a cytoplasmic protein kinase domain 

(amino acids 791-1123 for AtPEPR1 and amino acids 

761-1088 for AtPEPR2). [33]. 

Peptide structure-function investigation and ligand-

receptor interaction showed that structural features are 

required for the proper perception of AtPeps with 

AtPEPR1 and ATPEPR2 [32, 33]. In AtPEPR1, 833-841 

amino acids are involved in nucleotide binding while in 

AtPEPR2 the nucleotide-binding site is within amino 

acids 800-808 [29, 30, 34]. In both receptors there are two 

modified residues (amino acids or nucleotides that are 

derivatives of the standard amino acids or nucleotides are 

called modified residues; PDB term definition) at the 

cytoplasmic domain [29, 30, 32, 34]. Remarkably, 

protein-protein interaction studies using the yeast two-

hybrid assay, showed that AtPEPR1 and AtPEPR2, 

interact with BAK1 co-receptor [35].  

Binding assays using AtPep peptides and AtPEPR1 and 

AtPEPR2 indicate that AtPEPR1 can perceive AtPep1 to 

AtPep8 while AtPEPR2 can only perceive AtPep1 and 

AtPep2 [31]. Transcription of both AtPEPR1 and 

AtPEPR2 are up-regulated upon treatment with AtPeps, 

MAMP, wounding, and treatment with methyl jasmonate 

(MeJA) [2]. However, it was shown experimentally that 

AtPEPR1 is can sense all eight AtPeps, whereas AtPEPR2 

can only recognize AtPep1 and AtPep2 [2, 30]. These data 

provide evidence that AtPEPR1 and AtPEPR2 have 

differential responses to the Pep members and therefore 

may have different roles in defense signaling [2, 30]. 

However, the exact mechanisms underlying Pep peptides 

perception by AtPEPR1 and AtPEPR2 receptors and how 

they influence defense responses are largely unknown [1, 

2, 7]. 
 

Importance of co-receptor BAK1 with AtPEPRs 

receptor for proper perception and signal 

transduction 

For the proper perception of AtPeps by 

AtPEPR1/AtPEPR2, BAK1 is needed as a co-receptor 

(or, alternatively, other members of the SERKs protein 

family) which consequently activate the same 

downstream signaling cascade such as the MAPK 

cascade, oxidative burst, or induce the expression of 

defense-related marker genes [9, 36, 37, 38]. Based on in 

vitro and in vivo studies, it has also been recently reported 

that AtPEPR1 specifically interacts with the receptor-like 

cytoplasmic kinases BIK1 and PBS1-like 1 (PBL1) to 

trigger Pep1-induced signaling [1, 37].  
 

Structural Basis of AtPeps Perception by the 

AtPEPR1 Receptor 

Recently, the crystal structure of the ectodomain of 

AtPEPR1 in complex with AtPep1 has been determined 

[33]. The crystallography results show that AtPep1 adopts 

a fully extended conformation, and it binds to the inner 

surface of the super-helical AtPEPR1 [33]. Furthermore, 

biochemical assays indicate that AtPep1 is capable of 

inducing AtPEPR1-BAK1 hetero-dimerization [1, 33]. 

Studies have shown that the deletion of the last residue of 

AtPep1 significantly affects AtPep1 interaction and plays 

a crucial role in hetero-dimerization [33].  

In that research, FLS2 (protein data bank code: 4MN8) 

was used as the initial search model and the electron 
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic analysis from amino acid sequences of the leucine-reach repeat receptors of the Arabidopsis thaliana which 

have the highest amino acid sequence similarity with AtPEPR1 and AtPEPR2 receptors. AtPEPR1 and AtPEPR2 receptors are labeled. 

Protein sequences from AtPEPRs were used as queries using BLASTP search to identify the most similar proteins in A. thaliana. 

Protein sequences with more than 70% sequence identity were downloaded from the NCBI database and multiple alignment analyses 

was performed by employing the ClustalW software. Phylogenetic analyses and graphical representation were carried out using MEGA 

software version X.  

 

density was used to build the model of AtPep1 (amino 

acids 7-23). In that research, it was observed that in 

parallel with the central axis of the AtPEPR1 super-helix, 

AtPep1 had a fully extended conformation and interacted 

with the inner side of the helical structure running across 

15 LRR of AtPEPR1 (from LRR4 to LRR18). 

Among the LRRs of AtPEPR1, many amino acids are 

highly conserved, but interestingly AtPep1 selectively 

makes contact with the variable residues on the inner 

surface of AtPEPR1 [33]. This indicates that these 

variable residues are the structural determinants for ligand 

specificity [1, 33]. It is also noteworthy that at the primary 

sequence level, the AtPep1-interacting amino acids are 

from the third, fifth, seventh, and eighth positions of each 

LRR motif [33]. A similar observation was also made for 

the binding of flg22 to FLS2-LRR [39, 40]. 

 

Subsequent events as a consequence of Pep 

perception 

As the consequence of Pep perception, several events may 

occur. The ligand binding with AtPEPRs leads to hetero-

merization with their co-receptor BAK1 [39], and 

afterwards, downstream signaling cascades lead to the 

release of AtPEPR-bound BIK1 [41]. In the next step, 

Ca2+-influx is changed, and as a result, the cytosolic Ca2+ 

levels increase [42]. This affects the activation of the 
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RbohD protein, which has a crucial role in the oxidative 

burst, i.e. the formation of ROS [20, 30, 43]. In addition, 

as AtPEPRs contain a cytosolic guanylyl cyclase (GC) 

domain, the ligand perception may lead to the production 

of cyclic GMP (cGMP) [42, 44]. In addition, the ROS that 

are generated may themselves have a role in different 

defense signaling pathways and also in membrane 

depolarization [30, 45, 46]. Concomitantly, 

phosphorylation of mitogen-activated protein kinases 

(MAPKs), especially MPK3 and MPK6 takes place [43, 

47]. This may lead to the activation of defense-related 

transcription factors and ultimately to the induction of 

many defense-related genes and an increase in the levels 

of the defense hormones ET, jasmonic acid and also 

salicylic acid (SA) [19, 20]. After ligand perception and 

signal transduction, endocytosis and degradation of the 

receptor may occur, in part via PUB-mediated processes 

[48]. Ultimately the Pep perception also leads to callose 

deposition, seedling growth inhibition [47, 49] and 

production of secondary metabolites [50]. Fig. 3, provides 

an overview of downstream events as a consequence of 

Pep perception.  

 

Pep peptides are secreted to amplify defense 

responses triggered by MAMPs 

It has been hypothesized that Pep peptides are secreted to 

amplify defense responses triggered by MAMPs, based on 

the following observations: first, Peps and MAMPs 

reprogram the transcriptional level of almost the same 

genes [2, 5, 9, 50]; second, defense responses triggered by 

the perception of MAMPs and Peps are similar [4, 5, 9, 

30, 31, 52];  third, AtPEPR receptors are cell surface 

receptor kinases able to detect extracellular Pep peptides 

[29, 30, 31] and finally, overexpression of AtPROPEPs 

genes leads to constitutive defense gene expression in the 

absence of infection or wounding and enhances disease 

resistance [9, 33, 53]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. A brief overview of the downstream events as a result of AtPeps perception by their corresponding receptors AtPEPR1 and 

AtPEPR2. As a consequence of AtPeps perception, the AtPeps signals to the neighbor cells. 
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Classification of AtPep family into four major 

groups  

Considering the importance of the AtPROPEPs, their 

classification was a major question for researchers for 

decades. There is a need for the classification of 

AtPPROPEPs and their corresponding receptors into 

several groups. Recent studies showed that AtPROPEP3 

expression is highly induced in response to NaCl 

treatments [54]. It seems that each member of the Pep 

family has a specific function in response to abiotic 

stresses. Furthermore, in response to bacterial infection, 

the expression of AtPROPEP3 is highly induced [55]. 

Recently Safaeizadeh and Boller (2019) showed that it is 

possible to subdivide the Pep family into four groups, 

based on their observation made using promoter-GUS 

reporter lines in which the promoters of the various 

AtPROPEP genes were fused with the GUS gene.  

Safaeizadeh and Boller (2019) could classify 

AtPROPEP1 in one group; AtPROPEP2 and AtPROPEP3 

in a second group; AtPROPEP4, AtPROPEP7 and 

AtPROPEP8 in a third group and AtPROPEP5 in a fourth 

group. These findings, confirm non-redundant roles 

among the members of the AtPROPEP family and their 

corresponding receptors. Safaeizadeh and Boller (2019) 

could also show that among the AtPROPEP family, the 

AtPROPEP3 is the most active Pep which is highly 

expressed under different stimuli. Furthermore, yellow 

fluorescent protein (YFP) study which was fused to the 

AtPROPEP proteins, to determine protein localization 

showed that AtPROPEP3 was found to be present in the 

cytosol, while AtPROPEP1 and AtPROPEP6 were 

observed in tonoplast [47]. As the AtPROPEPs showed 

different expression patterns and seemed to be present and 

active in different regions of the cell, it can be speculated 

that they do have specific roles and functions. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The discovery of the AtPeps along with their 

corresponding receptors has opened a new field in innate 

immunity and a novel approach to understand the effect 

of plant endogenous peptides with regard to their 

induction upon biotic and abiotic stresses. Safaeizadeh 

and Boller (2019), clearly showed that the activation of 

the Pep-family is not redundant and each has a specific 

function under several forms of biotic and abiotic stresses 

including MAMP/DAMP treatments, hormone 

treatments, and salt treatments. In addition, the interplay 

between MAMP and DAMP signaling has been a question 

for researchers over several years, and many theories have 

been proposed so far, such as the amplifier theory, as 

proposed by Boller and Felix, (2009).  

Although till date, there are some fragments of 

information about the activation of the Pep-PEPR system, 

there is still a lack of information about the regulation of 

AtPROPEPs and their corresponding receptors (AtPEPR1 

and AtPEPR2) in response to biotic and abiotic stresses. 

Recent studies showed that AtPROPEPs display different 

expression patterns and also exhibit different 

localizations, although all of them seem to function in a 

similar way by inducing defense responses [2]. Although 

AtPROPEPs were classified into different groups based 

on the promoter-reporter lines, more studies are needed to 

classify them in a better way and comprehensively 

understand the mechanisms underlying DAMP 

perception. Furthermore, it is recently reported that some 

of the genes encoding AtPROPEPs are not very active 

upon MAMP/DAMP elicitors [2]. Thus, each member of 

this family has specific functions which can be activated 

under different circumstances and different conditions. 

Therefore, each AtPROPEPs should be studied in more 

detail. 

Furthermore, recent studies showed that external 

treatment at very low concentrations (with nanomolar 

dose) of chemically synthetic Peps can induce multiple 

defense responses against microbial infections [13, 57]. 

Moreover, investigations showed that Peps pre-treatment 

enhances resistance to herbivore and also nematode 

attacks [17, 21, 53, 58, 59]. Therefore, the application of 

Pep peptides opens a new way as the potential strategy to 

increase resistance against microbial, herbivore and 

nematode attacks. 
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  چکیده 

 یمنیا يهارندهیها توسط گپاتوژن یمولکول هايسیگنالبا درك  یکروبیم يهادر برابر پاتوژن یدفاع يهیال نیاول خود القایی یمنیدر ا

نامیده  PAMPsها که اصطالحاً مرتبط با پاتوژن یمولکول ي. الگوهاشودیم جادیاها قرار دارند، پالسمایی سلولغشاء که در حساس  اریبس

 يهاگنالیس ) را آغاز کنند.PTI( خود القایی یمنیتا ا شوندیدرك م زبانی) مPRRs( يالگو شناساگر يهارندهیتوسط گ شوند،می

 يهامختلف مانند زخم، تنش طیتحت شرا شوند،یم دهی) نامDAMPs( بیمرتبط با آس یمولکول يالگوهااصطالحاً ، که یاهیگي زادرون

 نیشوند. ا اهانیدر گ یمنیا ستمیس کیباعث تحر در نتیجهرا فعال کرده و  PTI توانندیها م DAMP .شوندیم دیتولزنده و غیرزنده 

ارتولوگ آنها در  اًو بعد ندکشف شدگیاه آرابیدوپسیس ابتدا در  ،)Peps( یاهیگ يدیپپت الیسیتورهاي ،کوچک يدیپپت يهاگنالیس

 دنتوانید و مننقش دارزنده و غیرزنده مختلف  هايتنشدر برابر  یمنیاسیستم در  هاPep  .شد ییشناسا یاهیمختلف گ يهاگونه

مدل  اهی) در گAtPep8تا  AtPep1زا (درون گنالید. تا کنون، هشت سنکن میتنظ یرا به خوب یمنیا سیستم یدهگنالیس يرهایمس

کامالً اختصاصی  ياز آنها عملکرد کیو هر  ستندین یاضاف Pepي نشان داده است که اعضا ریکشف شده است. مطالعات اخآرابیدوپسیس 

 نگیگنالیس يدر آبشارها، ایپو و دهیچیپ اریبس ندیفرآ کیبه عنوان  AtPeps شده توسط جادیا یمنیا مختلف دارد. يهادر پاسخ به محرك

بنابراین، نظر به  .شودیمآرابیدوپسیس  درمناسب  یدفاع يهاپاسخ جادیباعث ا جهیو در نت کننده را داردهماهنگ ی نقش منیا سیستم

 اهانیدر گ یکروبیم هايآلودگیدر برابر  یمنیا ستمیس يالقا در ها Pep با سنتز مصنوعیتوان یم ،در القاء سیستم ایمنی Pepsقابلیت 

کشف تا کنون ارائه شده  نیاولزمان از ها  Pep کیبا تحر یدهگنالیدر س ریاخ يهاشرفتیو پ هایافته ،تحقیق حاضردر  نمود. استفاده

 .است داده شده حیتوض لیبه تفص AtPEPR2و  AtPEPR1 هايشامل گیرنده آنهاسلولی مرتبط با  يهارندهیگ ،عالوه بر این است.

  .شده است برجستهشوند، ایجاد می  AtPeps كرد که در نتیجهها در سلول يبعد يهادادیرو ،همچنین

  

 ،یاهیگ يمونولوژیدرون زا، ا يهاگنالی، سAtPEPR2 وAtPEPR1 هاي سلولی گیرنده، AtPepsهاي داخلی سیگنال کلمات کلیدي:

  القاییایمنی خود
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